Walker Charters Welcomes You!
What could be more distinctive and memorable than cruising the sparkling,
emerald-green waterways of Puget Sound in a 53' motor yacht? Picture
yourself looking out over the water to the rugged, snow capped peaks of the
Cascade Mountain range with the majestic peaks of Mount Baker and Mount Rainier pushing up into the heavens, the sea breeze
playing in your hair…the call of seagulls. Imagine setting sail in the freshness of the morning, using the day to meander through
the picturesque San Juan Islands, dropping anchor in a quiet cove or marina, and dining on delicacies prepared by your own
personal chef. What a way to make an impression!
This touch of splendor and sweet privacy, so valuable for certain occasions, can be
yours to enjoy as easily as picking up the phone and making the reservation. The
"Never Say Never" with its comfortably handsome interior and accommodating crew
is perfect for intimate ceremonies, honeymoon cruises, rehearsal dinners, anniversary
celebrations, small business meetings, whale watching, fishing excursions or just
getting away. Gourmet food onboard, shore excursions and port pickups are just
some of the choices available.
Here's a sample of a few of our standard packages. We're always ready to customize
according to your tastes, so feel free to ask for what you want!

Sunset Cruise
"Enjoy the peace of a three hour sunset cruise on Bellingham Bay, complete with drinks, hors'douvers and
a delicious dinner in a quiet cove."

Orca Escape
Bring your camera and get ready for a 6-hour cruise that departs mid-morning from Bellingham
Bay. Destination? San Juan Island's Cattle Point for a day of whale watching, sunshine and
breathtaking scenery! Okay, it's Washington State so we can't guarantee the sunshine. And since
whales go wherever they want to go, we can't guarantee they'll swim next to the boat and
provide photo opportunities…but what we can guarantee is an absolutely delicious gourmet lunch
in a quiet cove (or at the island marina) and some of the most exquisite scenery anywhere.

San Juan Get Away
Get away from it all with this overnight cruise to the San Juan island of your choice! Includes
optional onshore site seeing, hiking, beachcombing and/or crabbing. (Find out more about the
islands and what there is to do by visiting www.guidetosanjuanislands.com) We know you'll love
the gourmet meals that will be prepared and served onboard by a personal chef selected just for
you! And at the close of the day, you'll have the choice of falling asleep onboard under lofty down
comforters and a starlit sky or choosing to lodge at an island resort. This getaway is so special,
you'll remember it for years!
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